
FALL into a new 
book this autumn 

Book Recommendations for UKS2 

The bestselling, prize-winning Adventures on Trains series embarks on a thrilling sixth 
adventure as Harrison Beck and Uncle Nat climb aboard the night train to Narvik, 
travelling to the Arctic Circle to see the northern lights for Christmas. But as their 
train leaves Stockholm, Hal and Uncle Nat realize they’re being followed by a 
sinister figure, and Hal’s powers of observation are tested when Uncle Nat’s past 
comes back to haunt him. Journeying into the never ending night of the arctic 
winter, our railway detectives must outsmart an assassin in their most chilling 
adventure yet, in which nothing is as it seems. 

Josephine Williams is definitely a leader - and her teachers know it! What other eleven-
year-old is desperate for MORE schoolwork? 
 
Looking for more challenging tasks, Josie enlists her friends Wesley and Margot into her 
very own Scout troop, the Copseys, named after the street they all live on. Together 
they start their quest for their camping badge by sleeping out near to the abandoned 
factory behind their houses. But that night they stumble across something strange. 
Someone seems to be living in the derelict building! The Copseys have to solve the 
mystery... and perhaps earn their bravery and activism badges along the way...  

Another epic adventure series from the author of the Land of Roar, with magic, 
peril, pirates, lots of laughs and LOADS of ghosts! Sid Jones loves hanging out in 
the graveyard with her best friend Zen – they are desperate to see a real-life 
ghost! But when Sid accidentally summons a 300-year-old pirate from the dead, 
it opens the door to the HALFWAY HOUSE – a magical inn FULL of lost souls from 
across the ages, all trapped there by a sinister landlord. There are more ghosts 
that Sid could ever have imagined – and they’re all sure Sid is there to save 
them! (Sid’s sure there’s been some kind of mistake.)But someone else is 
watching, and they’re not happy about Sid helping the ghosts . . . 

From the horrors of the slave trade to a book that changed the world, Catherine Johnson 
celebrates the incredible life of Olaudah Equiano in this gripping true story. 
 

Born in what is now Nigeria in 1745, Olaudah Equiano’s peaceful childhood was brought 
to an abrupt end when he was captured and enslaved aged 11. He spent much of the 
next eight years of his life at sea, seeing action in the Seven Years’ War. When he was 
finally able to buy his freedom, he went on to become a prominent member of the 
abolition movement and in 1789 published one of the first books by a Black African writer. 
Journey Back to Freedom focuses on Equiano’s early life, demonstrating the resilience of 
the human spirit and one man’s determination to be free. 


